This was intended to provide an opportunity to re-visit two items from the last meeting to build consensus and to ensure our new member companies were fully briefed on future goals for the Spec:
https://youtu.be/2e8HBxFqB2U

To provide a bird's eye view:

- (1) OpenChain Specification training requirements - we were incorporating problem statements subsequent to the last meeting to:
  1. Ensure that we used optimal language to cover training requirements and
  2. We have a conceptual approach that includes providing case studies to show people how practical realization can occur with being normative.
- (2) For the OpenChain Specification organization requirements we reiterated that:
  1. We wish to follow the same conceptual approach as ISO9001:2015, using language that expands on our current language while remaining consistent with our intent, an approach we can accomplish with close alignment to existing ISO terminology.